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Filtered by:. Previous template Next. Command link plus connection to Garmin xs , AM. New to
the forum and have been reading all the past posts regarding the NMEA connection options for
Command link plus. I have a new Yamaha F I want to connect to my Garmin xs. Just looking for
some feedback if this is correct and if I need any additional cables etc. Thanks for any input.
Tags: None. That part number has been superceded. At a minimum you will need a pigtail
harness of the correct length. Depending upon the connections to your hub you might need to
install an additional hub. What has your dealer done to help you with this? Comment Post
Cancel. Not sure what you mean about the pigtail harness. Also are you referring to another hub
for the NMEA connection? I am not using the open NMEA port on the back of the garmin unit
now. Again thanks for your input. Originally posted by Norton7 View Post. Last edited by
boscoe99 ; , AM. Hello Boscoe Question for you. I also purchased what i thought was the
correct pigtail to connect the Yamaha gateway to the Yamaha hub device port 6Y That pigtail
has the wrong connector to attach to the hub. Do you know what the correct part number for the
pigtail is? I only need the shortest one available. BTW the hub in the picture is an extra hub that
came with my boat and not the one currently installed. Thanks for your help. Attached Files
photo[4]. I ordered fromBoats. I did not get any adapter with the gateway. I would be asking
boats. Also the instructions if you did not receive same. By the way, I hope that you have the
rectangular colour multifunction Command Link Plus gauge installed because you bought the
Gateway designed to go with that gauge. Yes I have the color gauge. I just got off the phone
with Boats. My gateway came in a small box with only the gateway. Thanks again for all the
help. Totally new to all of this and it has been difficult for me to find knowledgable sources. I
think that I found the problem. It is crappy Yamaha data. You bought the Gateway Plus. It is the
Gateway Plus Kit that should contain the instructions and adapter harness. Last edited by
boscoe99 ; , PM. Yes No. OK Cancel. Kit Includes the 1 FT Pigtail buss wire required to connect
the gateway to a 3-port Command link hub. A open port on the Command link 3-port hub will be
needed. If one is not available, another 3 port hub will need to be installed. Based in the Hills
District of Sydney, we provide our customers with the best quality fishing and marine products.
With a passion for fishing and boating and meticulous attention to detail combined with
guaranteed customer satisfaction we have grown from a hobby to a small business providing
quality products and quality service. We ship locally and worldwide and use Australia Post or
Courier Please for all our shipping needs. All fixed shipping prices are for Australian shipping
only and international shipping charges are charged accordingly. We reserve the right to
re-quote on any shipping costs that are more than the amount quoted on or website. We use
plain packaging, satchels or cartons for all orders, and post items by regular mail or Express
Next Day Delivery. We endeavour to process your orders as quickly as possible and are usually
able to fill orders immediately however, please allow working days for delivery international
international international international destination. We cannot be held liable if Australia Post or
Courier Please fails to deliver or your purchase is damaged during transit as this is entirely at
the customer sole risk. You can however request that we send the item with insurance at an
additional cost. These requests must be made by telephone as the additional charges
applicable are not included in our websites freight calculations. Ownership and title of goods
does not transfer to the purchaser until Blue Bottle Marine has received the full payment for
goods. Returns and exchanges for stock merchandise, less shipping and handling fees, are
accepted for new items in unused condition that are returned in new, saleable condition with all
parts and packaging. If such items are found to be defective upon arrival, such items may be
exchanged for an equivalent new item only. Returns and exchanges must be received by Blue
Bottle Marine , within 30 days of the original delivery date of the product. Absolutely no returns
or exchanges are accepted for any reason after 30 days. No, shipping and handling fees are not
refundable under any circumstances. The customer is always responsible for the cost of return
shipping. Returned items that are damaged scratched, scraped, dented, scuffed, chipped, etc.
The credit issued for any item received in such condition will be discounted or the return will be
rejected at our discretion. If the item being exchanged is deemed defective by Blue Bottle
Marine, the restocking fee is waived if the original item is being replaced with an identical new
item. If an item we ship arrives damaged, defective, or missing parts, we will replace the entire
item or send a replacement part free of charge via the same shipping method that was chosen
for the original order. We require the return of the damaged or defective part. Part numbers of
the defective or damaged parts, as well as digital photos showing the condition of the part, are
extremely helpful in expediting such replacements. How do I return this item? If we ship you a
part different from what you ordered, we will immediately ship the correct replacement item as a
separate order without further shipping costs via the same shipping method that was chosen
for the original order. To facilitate return of the item. Upon receiving the returned incorrect item

from the customer, we will credit the customer for the incorrect item. Please email or fax us the
details of the error, as well as the part numbers as shown on the parts delivered. Can I return
the item? If you are having trouble with installing a part, please call us for help! Items can be
returned only under the conditions discussed above. As with any aftermarket part, proper
installation requires a certain degree of mechanical skill, ability, and the proper tools. We
always recommend having a qualified, competent mechanic install parts that are beyond
customer abilities. When ordering, please keep in mind that many of our products are designed
for worldwide distribution and not necessarily for primarily English-speaking markets. As such,
many of our products include only an exploded parts installation diagram with sparse notes
which may or may not be in English. We try to be as detailed as possible in the product
description, and in many cases we attach digital copies of the mounting diagrams to the
product descriptions on our website. In addition, we often post photos and installation notes on
our website that are provided by other customers. We do not warrant the accuracy of this
information and take no responsibility for damage or injury caused by improper installation of
products presented on this website. Please Contact Us when placing your order if you need it
delivered by a specific date! Please note that while we will do our best to make sure it arrives by
your requested date, we cannot guarantee a particular shipment or delivery date and will not
issue a refund or credit if the item does not arrive by the requested date. If you wish to arrange
for a return under the conditions discussed above, please Contact Us for a Return Address
prior to sending the return package. Returns received without prior notification will be refused.
Please package the item such that all products will be protected from damage during shipping
insuring you have enclosed a brief outline on the reason for the return and your name and
address send the package to: Blue Bottle Marine ATTN: Returns PO Box Cherrybrook NSW The
shipment will be refused, or if left unattended by the delivery carrier, will be treated as an
unsolicited mailing without refund. Chargebacks for goods delivered as ordered is theft. Any
individuals attempting theft via chargeback shall be reported to a credit agency and the police
as appropriate, and delivery confirmation information will be provided to your credit card
provider. Customers placing orders with Blue Bottle Marine, consent to the terms of the policies
outlined above. Skip to main content. Email to friends Share on Facebook - opens in a new
window or tab Share on Twitter - opens in a new window or tab Share on Pinterest - opens in a
new window or tab. Add to Watchlist. This item is out of stock. Picture Information. Have one to
sell? Sell it yourself. Get the item you ordered or get your money back. Learn more - eBay
Money Back Guarantee - opens in new window or tab. Contact seller. Visit store. See other
items More See all. Item information Condition:. Add to Watchlist Unwatch. Watch list is full. No
additional import charges at delivery! This item will be posted through the Global Shipping
Program and includes international tracking. Learn more - opens in a new window or tab. Item
location:. Posts to:. This amount is subject to change until you make payment. For additional
information, see the Global Shipping Program terms and conditions - opens in a new window or
tab This amount includes applicable customs duties, taxes, brokerage and other fees. For
additional information, see the Global Shipping Program terms and conditions - opens in a new
window or tab. Estimated between Thu. Estimated delivery dates - opens in a new window or tab
include seller's handling time, origin postcode, destination postcode and time of acceptance
and will depend on postage service selected and receipt of cleared payment - opens in a new
window or tab. Delivery times may vary, especially during peak periods. International postage
and import charges paid to Pitney Bowes Inc. Learn more - opens in a new window or tab
International postage and import charges paid to Pitney Bowes Inc. Learn more - opens in a new
window or tab Any international postage and import charges are paid in part to Pitney Bowes
Inc. Learn more - opens in a new window or tab International postage paid to Pitney Bowes Inc.
Learn more - opens in a new window or tab Any international postage is paid in part to Pitney
Bowes Inc. Report item - opens in a new window or tab. Seller assumes all responsibility for this
listing. Item specifics Condition: Brand New: A brand-new, unused, unopened, undamaged item
in its original packaging where packaging is applicable. Packaging should be the same as what
is found in a retail store, unless the item was packaged by the manufacturer in non-retail
packaging, such as an unprinted box or plastic bag. See the seller's listing for full details. See
all condition definitions - opens in a new window or tab Read more about the condition.
Australian Owned and Operated. Fast Delivery. Excellent Customer Service. With our trained
and qualified staff, we now also offer a fitting and support service. Feel free to contact us for a
chat or some advise. If an item is ordered, but out of stock or will be delayed, we will inform
you. For conversion we recommend using our currency converter on the home page. Any
Import duties, taxes or brokerage fees due at time of delivery are the sole responsibility of the
receiving customer. Packing slips for International Shipments cannot be marked as a "gift" or
with altered prices. International Orders may require business days or more of additional

processing time. No dangerous goods will be delivered overseas - such as Batteries Some
brands may not be shipped to certain destinations due to manufacturer restrictions. We reserve
the right to cancel and refund any international orders that do not meet our International
Shipping Policy Ownership Ownership and title of goods does not transfer to the purchaser
until Blue Bottle Marine has received the full payment for goods. Returns 1 What items can be
returned or exchanged? Please package the item such that all products will be protected from
damage during shipping insuring you have enclosed a brief outline on the reason for the return
and your name and address send the package to: Blue Bottle Marine ATTN: Returns PO Box
Cherrybrook NSW 10 Other notes on returns The buyer will be responsible for any additional
shipping charges incurred by refusal of delivery, whether intentional or not. Postage and
handling. This item can be sent to Ukraine , but the seller has not specified postage options.
Contact the seller - opens in a new window or tab and request a postage method to your
location. Postage cost can't be calculated. Please enter a valid postcode. There are 0 items
available. Please enter a number less than or equal to 0. Select a valid country. Please enter five
or nine numbers for the postcode. Domestic handling time. Return policy. You must return
items in their original packaging and in the same condition as when you received them. If you
don't follow our item condition policy for returns , you may not receive a full refund. Refunds by
law: In Australia, consumers have a legal right to obtain a refund from a business if the goods
purchased are faulty, not fit for purpose or don't match the seller's description. More
information at returns. Payment details. Payment methods. Back to home page Return to top.
Back to home page. Listed in category:. Email to friends Share on Facebook - opens in a new
window or tab Share on Twitter - opens in a new window or tab Share on Pinterest - opens in a
new window or tab Add to Watchlist. Image not available Photos not available for this variation.
Brand New: A brand-new, unused, unopened, undamaged item in its original packaging where
packaging is applicable. Postcode: Please enter a valid postcode. Australia Post International
Courier. Seller posts within 3 days after receiving cleared payment - opens in a new window or
tab. If any copyright law or provisions of this Agreement is violated, the Agreement shall
terminate automatically and immediately without notice from Yamaha. This permission to
re-download shall not limit in any manner the disclaimer of warranty set forth in Section 5
below. In no event shall Yamaha's total liability to you for all damages, losses and causes of
action whether in contract, tort or otherwise exceed the amount paid for the SOFTWARE. The
Software is a "commercial item," as that term is defined at 48 C. Consistent with 48 C.
Government End Users shall acquire the Software with only those rights set forth herein. This
Agreement shall be interpreted according to and governed by Japanese law without reference
to principles of conflict of laws. Any dispute or procedure shall be heard before the Tokyo
District Court in Japan. If for any reason a court of competent jurisdiction finds any portion of
this Agreement to be unenforceable, the remainder of this Agreement shall continue in full force
and effect. This Agreement constitutes the entire agreement between the parties with respect to
use of the SOFTWARE and any accompanying written materials and supersedes all prior or
contemporaneous understandings or agreements, written or oral, regarding the subject matter
of this Agreement. No amendment or revision of this Agreement will be binding unless in
writing and signed by a fully authorized representative of Yamaha. Data received by means of
the SOFTWARE may not be duplicated, transferred, or distributed, or played back or performed
for listeners in public without permission of the copyright owner. The encryption of data
received by means of the SOFTWARE may not be removed nor may the electronic watermark be
modified without permission of the copyright owner. Yes, I agree. Login or Sign Up. Command
link plus connection to Garmin xs. Posts Latest Activity. Page of 1. Filtered by:. Previous
template Next. Command link plus connection to Garmin xs , AM. New to the forum and have
been reading all the past posts regarding the NMEA connection options for Command link plus.
I have a new Yamaha F I want to connect to my Garmin xs. Just looking for some feedback if
this is correct and if I need any additional cables etc. Thanks for any input. Tags: None. That
part number has been superceded. At a minimum you will need a pigtail harness of the correct
length. Depending upon the connections to your hub you might need to install an additional
hub. What has your dealer done to help you with this? Comment Post Cancel. Not sure what
you mean about the pigtail harness. Also are you referring to another hub for the NMEA
connection? I am not using the open NMEA port on the back of the garmin unit now. Again
thanks for your input. Originally posted by Norton7 View Post. Last edited by boscoe99 ; , AM.
Hello Boscoe Question for you. I also purchased what i thought was the correct pigtail to
connect the Yamaha gateway to the Yamaha hub device port 6Y That pigtail has the wrong
connector to attach to the hub. Do you know what the co
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rrect part number for the pigtail is? I only need the shortest one available. BTW the hub in the
picture is an extra hub that came with my boat and not the one currently installed. Thanks for
your help. Attached Files photo[4]. I ordered fromBoats. I did not get any adapter with the
gateway. I would be asking boats. Also the instructions if you did not receive same. By the way,
I hope that you have the rectangular colour multifunction Command Link Plus gauge installed
because you bought the Gateway designed to go with that gauge. Yes I have the color gauge. I
just got off the phone with Boats. My gateway came in a small box with only the gateway.
Thanks again for all the help. Totally new to all of this and it has been difficult for me to find
knowledgable sources. I think that I found the problem. It is crappy Yamaha data. You bought
the Gateway Plus. It is the Gateway Plus Kit that should contain the instructions and adapter
harness. Last edited by boscoe99 ; , PM. Yes No. OK Cancel.

